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ABSTRACT

In this study three DNA extraction procedures, two library preparation protocols and two sequencing platforms were applied to analyse six bacterial cultures and their corresponding DNA obtained as part of a proficiency test. The impact of each variable on sequencing results was assessed using the following parameters: reads quality, assembly and alignment statistics; number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), detected applying assembly- and alignment-based strategies; antimicrobial resistance genes (ARGs), identified on de novo assemblies of all sequenced genomes. The investigated nucleic acid extraction procedures, library preparation kits and sequencing platforms do not significantly affect de novo assembly statistics and number of SNPs and ARGs. The only exception was observed for two duplicates, which were associated to one PCR-based library preparation kit. Results from this comparative study can support researchers in the choice toward the available pre-sequencing and sequencing options, and might suggest further comparisons to be performed.

1. Introduction

The advent of next generation sequencing (NGS) has allowed an explosion in sequencing of individual genomes. NGS methods, also referred to as deep, high-throughput sequencing (HTS) or massively parallel sequencing, comprise several sequencing technologies that have succeeded the traditional dideoxynucleoside chain termination (i.e., Sanger) method (Loman and Pallen, 2015; Besser et al., 2018). The advent of NGS technologies has revolutionised molecular microbiology by making readily available sequences of the whole genome (often referred as whole genome sequencing, WGS) of pathogens of clinical or public health importance (Bertelli and Greub, 2013). Microbial WGS data can be easily handled and used to elucidate phylogenetic relationships between isolates belonging to disease-causing lineages, in order to enhance their traceability and monitoring over time (Taboada et al., 2017). One of the great advantages of WGS data is their possible use for performing multiple secondary analyses, such as virulence gene detection, antibiotic resistance gene profiling, synteny comparisons, mobile genetic element identification and geographic attribution (Ronholm et al., 2016). In addition, several specialized software tools are currently available to generate in silico results for traditional subtyping methods from genomic sequences, allowing for efficient comparisons with historical databases (Ronholm et al., 2016).

A widespread implementation of NGS/WGS technologies is taking place in clinical and public health laboratories, although there are still limitations in resources and infrastructures (Kwong et al., 2015) as well as in the interpretation of results (Edwards and Holt, 2013). However, understanding and assessing the robustness of results collected applying different genomic approaches is essential to simplify, harmonise and standardise the “wet-lab” (e.g. DNA extraction and libraries preparation protocols) and “dry-lab” (e.g. bioinformatics pipelines for sequencing data analysis) workflows (Moran-Gilad et al., 2015). A national working group on laboratory medicine convened by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Gargis et al., 2012) has outlined some principles and guidelines for the validation of NGS workflows for clinical testing. The workgroup emphasised the need for adequate validations and quality controls parameters, as well as the use of reference materials and performance of independent proficiency tests (PTs). In agreement with such recommendations, the Global Microbial Identifier (GMI - http://www.globalmicrobialidentifier.org/) executed a pilot PT scheme with the...
main objective to ensure harmonisation and standardisation in whole genome sequencing protocols and computational analyses of sequencing data, enabling data comparability for the GMI initiative. A further objective was to assess and improve the amount of sequencing data linked to relevant metadata, which are uploaded to public databases such as NCBI, EBI and DDBJ (Wielinga et al., 2008).

The PT consisted of two wet-lab and one dry-lab component(s) targeting microorganisms relevant for public health, specifically represented by Salmonella enterica, Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. The wet-lab components aimed at assessing the laboratories ability to perform DNA extraction, libraries preparation and sequencing procedures. The dry component aimed at evaluating the laboratories ability to analyse a whole genome sequencing dataset and distinguish between clonally related and sporadically occurring genomes.

There are significant differences in both NGS data generation (i.e. sequencing methods, specimen preparation, run throughput and hands-on time between different sequencing platforms) and data analysis processes (i.e. possible bioinformatics tools for cluster analysis) (Moran-Gilad et al., 2015; Taboada et al., 2017). In addition, the amount and quality of sequencing data enabling pathogen characterisation (i.e. genome ‘coverage’) and the choice of the optimal software tools for outbreak investigations remains the subject of debate (Bertelli and Greub, 2013; Gullapalli et al., 2012; Deurenberg et al., 2017). As also observed by Quail et al. (2012), such variables may have technology (e.g. read error rates) and coverage (read depths) specific effects affecting the detection of genomic variants (e.g. percentage of correct SNP called).

Thus, laboratories are expected to balance pathogen genome characteristics, instrument throughput, accuracy of variant-calling algorithms and cost of sequencing runs (Kwong et al., 2015).

So far, many efforts have been undertaken to improve existing library preparation procedures for paired-end genome sequencing (Aird et al., 2011; Kozarewa et al., 2009; Oyola et al., 2012; Quail et al., 2008). Currently, the Illumina TruSeq® DNA library preparation kit represents one of the most widely used solutions for the generation of paired-end genome sequencing libraries. It includes genomic DNA shearing by adaptive focused acoustics, which leads to random fragmentation of DNA in contrast to the more directed fragmentation via enzymatic digestion. Unbiased shearing of DNA reduces the unevenness of sequencing depth across sequenced genomes (Oyola et al., 2012; Tyler et al., 2016). Additionally, the use of magnetic beads for DNA clean-up and size selection is much less prone to contamination compared to traditional gel-based systems. One of the main drawbacks of this protocol is the need for very high amounts of starting material (1–4 μg total DNA). Moreover, in the current design this library preparation procedure is directed to the generation of libraries with only two rather short average fragment lengths (350 or 550 bps) (Huptas et al., 2016). The Nextera XT DNA Library preparation kit is suitable to prepare sequencing-ready libraries from small genomes, like bacteria genomes, starting from a much lower DNA amount (i.e., 1 ng of input DNA). Using a single tagmentation enzymatic reaction, sample DNA is simultaneously fragmented and tagged with adapters. Then a limited-cycle PCR amplifies tagged DNA and adds sequencing indexes.

Similar to pre-sequencing protocols (wet-lab), a jungle of open-source and Web- or Windows-based software are currently available for processing of post-sequencing data. Bioinformatics software can be in the form of stand alone software or pipelines to carry out automated analysis starting from raw short-or long-reads. Reads can be assembled into long reads using various strategies of sequences (contigs) or mapped against reference genomes or genomic regions of interest for variant calling and gene-by-gene analysis (i.e. extended multilocus sequence typing (MLST) based on WGS) (Carriço et al., 2018; Lynch et al., 2016; Taboada et al., 2017; Nadon et al., 2017). However, turning sequencing reads into meaningful biological data is not trivial, and each analytical step (i.e. genome assembly, reads alignment and variant analysis) can have a considerable effect on outputs (Olson et al., 2015). The choice of most appropriate computational approach depends on several factors, including the availability of complete reference genomes (Ekblom and Wolf, 2014). Therefore, an extensive knowledge of alternative approaches and their strategies is needed to estimate relative advantages and disadvantages (Carriço et al., 2018; Taboada et al., 2017).

The aim of this study was to compare the sequencing outputs achieved testing six bacterial cultures and six extracted DNA samples received as part of a GMI PT 2015 and analysed using three different DNA extraction methods, two library preparation strategies and two sequencing platforms. Several parameters have been quantified to compare the sequencing outputs, such as (1) reads quality, assembly and alignment statistics; (2) differences in single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) detected applying an assembly-based and an alignment-based strategy; (3) antimicrobial resistance genes identified on de novo assemblies of all sequenced genomes.

2. Materials and methods

The experimental design followed in this study is summarized in Table 1.

2.1. Bacterial strains and DNA samples

Six bacterial cultures (herein referred as BACT) and six DNA samples (herein referred as DNA) were provided to the University of Bologna within the GMI PT 2015 (Table 2).

The bacterial cultures were shipped lyophilised as KwikStik’s (Microbiologics, St Cloud, Minnesota). They were represented by two Salmonella enterica strains, labelled as BACT1 and BACT2; two Escherichia coli strains, labelled as BACT3 and BACT4; two Staphylococcus aureus strains, labelled as BACT5 and BACT6. Upon arrival, the KwikStik’s were streaked onto Brain Heart Infusion Agar (BHA, Oxoid, Milan, Italy) and incubated at 37 °C overnight.

The DNA samples of the six strains, labelled as DNA1 to DNA6, were shipped as dried samples in vials containing a minimum of 2 μg of DNA using a DNA stabilizing agent (DNAstabile® Plus, Biomaitica). On arrival, the DNA samples were re-suspended in 100 μl of sterile water (Molecular biology reagent, W4502, Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy) and mixed by gentle vortexing for 2 min. Rehydrated samples were then stored at room temperature (15–25 °C).

2.2. DNA extraction and quantification

For DNA extraction, all bacterial cultures (Table 2) were incubated in Brain Heart Infusion at 37 °C overnight. At the end of the incubation period, 500 μl of broth were centrifuged at 5000 x g for 10’. Pellets obtained from cultures BACT1 to BACT4 were suspended in 180 μl of ATL buffer and submitted to DNA extraction using the DNAeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Milan, Italy). Pellets obtained from cultures BACT5 and BACT6 were suspended in 100 μl of R4 buffer and submitted to DNA extraction using the ChargeSwitch® gDNA Mini Bacteria Kit (Invitrogen, Milan, Italy). The DNA extraction from samples DNA1 to DNA6 was performed using the Easy-DNA™ Kit (Invitrogen). At the end of the DNA extractions, samples were measured on a biospectrometer (BioSpectrometer, Eppendorf, Milan, Italy; QuBit) to assess DNA quantity and quality.

2.3. Library preparations and quantification

Total DNA extracted from each individual bacterial culture (BACT1 to BACT6) as well as DNA samples (DNA1 to DNA6) were divided into two aliquots of 10 μl each. Five μl containing 1 ng of input DNA from one of the two aliquots were enzymatically fragmented and tagged with sequencing adapters using Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Furthermore, 11 μl containing 1 ng of input DNA from the second aliquot were mechanically fragmented and submitted to library preparation performing the TruSeq Nano DNA Library
Table 1

Experimental plan detailing DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocol and sequencing strategies applied to the six bacterial cultures (BACT) and the six DNA (DNA) samples tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BACT 1-4</th>
<th>BACT 5-6</th>
<th>DNA 1-6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library preparation</td>
<td>DNase Blood &amp; Tissue Kit</td>
<td>Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit</td>
<td>ChargeSwitch® gDNA Mini Bacteria Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA extraction</td>
<td>Nextera XT DNA Library</td>
<td>TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit</td>
<td>Nextera XT DNA Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing</td>
<td>MiSeq (2 × 250 bp)</td>
<td>HiScanSQ (2 × 100 bp)</td>
<td>MiSeq (2 × 250 bp)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prep (Illumina). At the end of each protocol, all libraries were quantified by using the Qubit® fluorimeter (ThermoFisher, Milan, Italy) and the Fragment analyzer (Advanced Analytical) (Heidelberg, Germany) and then normalized.

2.4. Sequencing

Libraries prepared using Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit were sequenced using both the MiSeq sequencing platform (Illumina) and the HiScanSQ sequencer (Illumina). Libraries prepared using TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep were sequenced with the MiSeq platform only. MiSeq sequencing for both libraries strategies was carried out using the MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 500 Cycles (2 MiSeq sequencing for both libraries strategies was carried out using the Nano DNA Library Prep were sequenced with the MiSeq platform only.

Experimental plan detailing DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocol and sequencing strategies applied to the six bacterial cultures (BACT) and the six DNA (DNA) samples tested.

Table 2

Bacterial strains (BACT) and DNA samples (DNA) tested as part of the GMi PT 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial strain</th>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Ref. genome sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salmonella enterica</td>
<td>BACT1/BACT2</td>
<td>STA00025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>BACT3/BACT4</td>
<td>ECO02143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. aureus</td>
<td>BACT5/BACT6</td>
<td>SAH596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA sample</td>
<td>DNA1/DNA2</td>
<td>STA00025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmonella enterica</td>
<td>DNA3/DNA4</td>
<td>ECO02143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>DNA5/DNA6</td>
<td>SAH596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In accordance with the best practice described by Van der Auwera et al. (2013) for SNPs detection via local re-assembly of haplotypes and filter variant calls. Parameters for SNPs filtration were the following: quality by depth <2; fisher strand bias >60; mapping quality <40; Read-PosRankSum < -8; and MQRankSum < -12.5. In order to test the impact of the different wet-lab protocols on the quality of de novo assembly in terms of assembly stems, the Web-based service ResFinder (Zankari et al., 2012) was used to identify antimicrobial resistance genes (ARGs) on de novo assemblies obtained in this study.

2.6. Statistical analysis

The outputs of all sequencing data were compared based on several parameters in relation to reads quality (e.g. total sequencing base count and coverage), assembly (e.g. total length, N50 values and contig sizes) and alignment (e.g. number of mapped, unmapped, and duplicate reads). In addition, number of SNPs in both assembly-based and alignment-based strategies and the distribution of the variant-level parameters DP and QD for the alignment-based SNPs were statistically assessed. Moreover, ANOVA two-way tests were performed to evaluate the impact of different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols, sequencing platforms and their interaction on the evaluated features. The statistical analyses were performed by using the statsmodels Python package.

3. Results

3.1. Read lengths and coverages obtained using different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms

The MiSeq sequencing outputs from BACT and DNA samples expressed in millions base count (Mbp) and fold sequencing coverage were calculated and reported in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. For the BACT samples, higher values of base count and coverage were obtained using the Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit in comparison to the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep (529.89 vs 375.06 Mbp; 138.02 vs 94.63 fold) (Table 3).

On the contrary, for DNA samples higher base count and sequencing coverage values were achieved preparing libraries using TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep in comparison to Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (482.28 vs 368.45 Mbp; 117 vs 89.59 fold) (Table 2). The two-way ANOVA analysis revealed that changes in base count and coverage were not significantly affected by the library preparation kit (P = 0.73 and 0.71, respectively) as well as by DNA extraction procedures (P = 0.65 and 0.56, respectively) with reference to the DNA extraction protocols applied both on BACT and DNA samples. Nevertheless, the interaction between the library preparation kits and the DNA extraction protocols significantly affected the base count (P = 0.03), although it did not affect sequencing coverage (P = 0.12).

With the exception of BACT5 and BACT6, the sequencing outputs in term of base count (Fig. 3) and fold sequencing coverage (Fig. 4) obtained for BACT samples using Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit were higher by sequencing with the HiScanSQ rather than the MiSeq platform (663.01 vs 529.89 Mbp; 155.25 vs 138.02 fold) (Table 2). The same
3.2. Contigs mean size and N50 values of de novo assemblies obtained using different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms

For BACT samples, the contig mean sizes ranged between 9.39 and 207.6 kb, whereas N50 values ranged between 18.47 to 4969.86 kb. For DNA samples, the contig mean sizes ranged between 9.20 and 92.80 kb, whereas N50 values ranged between 17 to 5101.23 kb. The only exception was sample DNA2, which showed poor assembly parameters values (contig mean size and N50 ranging from 0.23 and 0.50 kb). Overall, contig mean sizes and N50 values were not significantly affected by the library preparation kit (contig mean size $P = 0.72$; N50 $P = 0.74$), DNA extraction protocol (contig mean size $P = 0.27$; N50 $P = 0.93$) or their interactions (contig mean size $P = 0.92$; N50 $P = 0.76$) (Table 2).

Furthermore, the same parameters were not affected by the sequencing platform (contig mean size $P = 0.39$; N50 $P = 0.60$), DNA extraction protocols (contig mean size $P = 0.27$; N50 $P = 0.56$) or their interactions (contig mean size $P = 0.91$; N50 $P = 0.70$) (Table 2).

3.3. Assembly- and alignment-based SNPs calling obtained using different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms

A similar number of SNPs was detected by both the assembly- and alignment-based strategy for DNA and BACT samples prepared using different library preparation procedures and sequencing platforms (Table 3). Except for BACT1, DNA1 and in the assembly-based results for DNA2 sample, a SNPs count ranging from $10^3$ to $10^5$ was obtained using both sequencing platforms (Table 3). Excluding the DNA2 sample, similar levels of reads duplicates were observed within BACT and DNA samples data for each adopted procedure (standard deviation ranging between 0.3 and 1.68). Even though, the application of different library preparation kits and sequencing platforms led to relevant differences in the duplicates percentages (Table 3). The lowest numbers of PCR duplicates were obtained by MiSeq sequencing in comparison to HiScanSQ platform using both library kits, in particular the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep (Table 3). Overall, the number of duplicate reads was significantly affected both by the library preparation kits ($P = 6.4e-4$) and by the sequencing platform ($P = 4.0e-6$) (Fig. 5).

3.4. Antimicrobial resistance gene identification on de novo assemblies obtained using different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms

In order to assess the quality of de novo assemblies based on accessory gene comparison, antimicrobial resistance genes (ARGs) were identified in all samples. Genomes of BACT1-DNA1 (Salmonella enterica), BACT4-DNA4 (Escherichia coli) and BACT6-DNA6 (Staphylococcus aureus) harbored no ARGs. All the other genomes were positive for genes associated to resistance to aminoglycosides, beta-lactams, fluoroquinolones, macrolides, phenicols, sulfonamides, tetracyclines, trimethoprim (Table 4). ARGs patterns were the same in all genomes belonging to the same strain, irrespective of the different tested protocols, except for DNA2 genomes (NXT-MiSeq, TS-MiSeq and NXT-HiScanSQ), BACT2 (TS-MiSeq) and BACT3 (NXT-MiSeq).

Regarding the three genomes obtained from DNA2, no genes or a lower number related to antimicrobial resistance were detected. This result confirmed that the initial DNA extract for this sample was degraded, as already suggested by the very low-quality parameters of de novo assemblies. On the other hand, one (e.g. tetA) or two (e.g. sul3 and bla_{TX,AM-1}) genes were missing in BACT2 (TS-MiSeq) and BACT3 (NXT-MiSeq), respectively. In these particular cases, although the slightly lower quality of the assembly, the absence of the ARGs might be related to their localization on the tip of contigs. Despite the missing genes, the predicted phenotype of antimicrobial susceptibility might not change since additional genes associated to conferring resistance to the same antimicrobial class have been identified.

---

Fig. 1. Barplot showing the base counts (a) and boxplot showing the normalized (Z-scores) base counts (b) of samples (MiSeq sequencing) prepared by two different library kits (Nextera XT and TruSeq) and two DNA extraction methods (DNA vs BACT).

Fig. 2. Barplot showing the coverage of samples (MiSeq sequencing) prepared by NexteraXT and TruSeq, and different extraction procedures (DNA vs BACT).
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) is quickly moving from proof-of-concept research into routine clinical and public health use (Crisan et al., 2018). In particular, a rapid shift towards implementation of this technologies for routine use in national public health reference laboratories across the EU/EEA countries has been determined (Revez et al., 2017). This has led to an exponential increase of NGS protocols and pipelines, which have raised the need to validate and compare available methods in order to promote standardization, both in the wet- and dry-lab parts. Few studies focusing on a limited number of bacterial isolates/species and analytical methods (Harris et al., 2013; Quail et al., 2018).
have been performed to assess and validate the comparability of WGS data generated using different platforms (Loman et al., 2012) with different error profiles based on the library preparation methods (Besser et al., 2018). The present study was designed to compare the quality of sequencing outputs achieved for six bacterial cultures and six DNA samples obtained as part of the proficiency test organised by the Global Microbial Identifier in 2015 using three different protocols for DNA extraction, two library preparation kits and two NGS Illumina sequencing platforms. Finally, yet importantly, assembly- and alignment-based strategies for SNPs calling were compared. We evaluated different parameters to cover different research questions related to bacterial genome sequencing. For example, detection of new genes or genomic rearrangements (e.g. duplications and deletions) require good genome reconstructions (assemblies) with high values of parameters like N50, total length, and contig size. If the interest relies on genotyping and describing genetic diversity of closely related bacterial strains, one should consider alignment-based and variant level parameters, since they reflect the sensitivity and specificity for detection of single nucleotide variants using the sequencing data. Overall, the sequenced genomes included in this study showed similar sequencing and assembly parameters statistics with reference to sequencing outputs, in millions base count, fold sequencing coverage, contig mean sizes and N50 values. Draft genomes of isolate DNA2 represent an exception, suggesting a significant degradation of the starting extracted DNA. None of the aforementioned statistics were significantly affected by the sequencing platform, the extraction protocol or the library preparation kit applied in this study. Nevertheless, a significant difference was observed on the number of duplicate reads in relation to both library preparation kits and sequencing platforms. Duplicates are considered as a concern because they can lead to false positive variant calls (Ebbert et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the study of Ebbert et al. confirmed that removing duplicates may not affect the variant calling output. Although few samples were included...
in this study, as in other proficiency tests (Mellmann et al., 2017; Timme et al., 2018), the results show that a significant lower number of duplicates was associated to the TruSeq library preparation kit and to the MiSeq sequencing platform, suggesting the possibility to achieve a better sequencing performance when applying these strategies in WGS-based study.

Recently enhanced and newly developed bioinformatics tools, such as SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) and SKESA (Souvorov et al., 2018), are showing great improvements on the state-of-the-art of genome assemblers. However, a latest comprehensive study on de novo genome assemblers performance identified Velvet as one of the best tool for assembly of paired-end prokaryotic data in comparison to other tools (i.e. Abyss, Edena, SGA, Ray, SSAKE, Perga), showing a mean N50 value close to 25 kb (Khan et al., 2018). This value is in the range (from 17 to 5085 kb) of the N50 calculated on de novo assemblies for the samples from this study, suggesting the high reliability of de novo assemblies obtained with the selected WGS approaches. The only exception was DNA2 sample for which poor assembly parameters were calculated for all related de novo assemblies irrespective of the DNA extraction procedures, library preparation kits or sequencing platforms. This observation highlighted that the poor quality of the starting DNA affected all downstream applications.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Antimicrobial resistance genes per antibiotic class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA1</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>aac(6’)-Iic, strA, strB, bluTEM-1B, bluCTX-M-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA2</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>aac(6’)-Iic, strA, strB, bluCTX-M-3, QnrB2, ere(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA3</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>aadA2, aadA1, strA, strB, bluTEM-1B, bluCTX-M-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA4</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>str mecA, blaZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA5</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>str mecA, blaZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA6</td>
<td>NXT-MiSeq</td>
<td>str mecA, blaZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Comparative bioinformatics analysis of SNPs and antimicrobial resistance genes showed congruent results for all the sequencing outputs, regardless of the adopted pre-sequencing strategy. In case of comparable reliabilities, two crucial points to take into consideration are cost and time when choosing one approach or the other. Comparing the two DNA extraction procedures, similar costs (around €5/time) and time (approximately half a day for 24 samples) were observed. On the contrary, significant differences can be registered by comparing DNA library preparation kits and sequencing platforms. In particular, although the time of library preparation is similar (1 day), TruSeq kits are four times more expensive than Nextera XT ones. Huge differences were found also for sequencing kits on both cost and time. The sequencing kit for HiScanSQ platform is approx. €142/€ per sample and the run lasts in 11 days. The sequencing kit for MiSeq is €68/€ and the run lasts in 2 days. Moreover, even though the output should be higher using HiScanSQ (1E11 bases) than MiSeq (6,5E09 bases), the results of this study show that the less expensive Illumina sequencing platforms may deliver data with comparable quality and performance. Addressing the time of analysis, a useful parameter for the comparison of technologies is the time complexity linked to the rate of growth of time strictly correlated to the amount of input (samples or data). Both library preparation kits enable the preparation of up to 24 libraries thus showing similar time complexities. The difference is more related to the platform of choice. Although the number of samples to be sequenced on the same run is strictly linked to the expected final coverage, as a rule of thumbs considering an expected coverage of 80X for a genome of 5 Mb (E. coli), 250 samples can be included in a single run in HiScanSQ vs only 21 on MiSeq. This means that in case of 250 samples, 11 days would be required by HiScanSQ versus approx. 19 days by MiSeq. Therefore, HiScanSQ is particularly time saving when a higher number of samples needs to be sequenced.

In accordance to the conclusion of Harris et al. (2013), along with performance, costs and time effectiveness have to be taken into account when choosing a specific sequencing protocol. However, it is worth to notice that many efforts have been recently made in long-read sequencing (e.g. nanopore and single-molecule real-time sequencing), a more expensive technology which appears to bring advantages for both de novo and alignment-based genome assembly as well as for identifying large structural variation (Wick et al., 2017). Despite the benefits of generating high quality complete assemblies, a much higher per-base error rate (5–15% vs 1%) has been observed analyzing long-reads in comparison to Illumina reads (Wick et al., 2017; Besser et al., 2018). However, novel solutions for SNP calling and haplotype assembly for long-reads generating high quality data comparable to Illumina reads alternatives are being developed (Guo et al., 2018).

In conclusion, in the present study, based on 12 DNA samples obtained as part of the proficiency test organised by the Global Microbial Identifier in 2015, different DNA extraction procedures, library preparation protocols and sequencing platforms did not show statistically significant effects on the quality parameters of sequenced reads and de novo assemblies as well as on SNPs or ARGS detection. The only exceptions were the significant lower number of duplicates associated to the TruSeq library preparation kit and to the MiSeq sequencing platform. Our results highlight that laboratories have to make multiple remarks when implementing NGS technologies based on the number of samples to be processed and the quality of the output sequencing, especially in order to avoid the use of expensive and time-consuming protocols, which can lead to higher coverage values or longer assemblies but that ultimately show similar performances in terms of variant detection and gene calling, as compared to cheaper alternatives.
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